University of Kentucky
Department of Mathematics
Graduate Student Orientation
August 17—18, 2017

Thursday, August 17
Room 745, Patterson Office Tower

8:00 AM  Continental Breakfast
8:15 AM  Welcome: Russell Brown, Chair, Mathematics
8:30 AM  Degree Programs and Expectations: Peter Hislop

9:00 AM  Graduate Student Panel on Research and Study:
           Kasey Bray
           McCabe Olsen
           Chase Russell
           Kalila Sawyer

Faculty Research Presentations, Part I

9:30 AM  Research in Topology: Prof. Bert Guillou
10:00 AM  Research in Algebra: Prof. Uwe Nagel

10:30      Break

11:00 AM  Research in Analysis: Prof. Francis Chung
11:30 AM  Research in Discrete Math: Prof. Margaret Readdy

12:00      Lunch Break

Faculty Research Presentations, Part II

1:00 PM  Research in Numerical Analysis: Qiang Ye
1:30 PM  Research in Mathematical Biology: Prof. David Murrugarra
2:00 PM  Advising Orientation: Peter Hislop

Advising
2:30 PM-5:30 PM  Individual Advising Appointments
Friday, August 19

Room 745, Patterson Office Tower

8:30  Continental Breakfast
9:00  Teaching Assignments: David Royster, Associate Chair and Director of Service Courses
9:30  Graduate Student Panel Discussion:
     Becoming a Professional: Organizing your Time, Using Information Technology, Building a Resume
     Rachel Petrik
     Jeff Slye
     Devin Wilmott
     Deborah Wilkerson

10:00  Break

10:30  “I remember when...” Panel Discussion with Rising Second-Year Students
       Kaelin Cook-Powell
       Margaret Grogan
       Kyle Franz
       Hunter Lehmann
       Matias Von Bell

11:00  Graduate Student Council (GSC) Representatives
       Margaret Grogan
       Rachel Petrik
       Kalila Sawyer
       Jeff Slye

11:30  Photos (Sheri will be taking group and individual photos)

12:00 PM  Luncheon and Welcome Party, 745 Patterson Office Tower